Four Gullivers in Ilopit

One of the most interesting and recurrent features of everyday life is the struggle between individuals being molded to the needs and character of large institutions, and the organizations and their will to resist. Evidence of this condition abounds in the size and scale of our schools, colleges, factories, and offices; in the helplessness of drivers and gas station operators being manipulated by oil companies, distant sheikdoms, and Madison Avenue ad men ("is it snake oil they're selling?"). In the frustration of homemakers trying to buy nutritious food from agribusinessmen without breaking their budgets. This pervasive current of people being anonymous victims caught in a huge Corporate State with little control over vital sectors of their lives (as citizens, consumers, and workers) is a result of the process of institution-building that has separated the average person from competency in concerns that matter. It is why we need so much support for courageous individuals willing to test the rules, question the beliefs, and impose ethical practices that most foreign policymakers have served to educate vast sections of our population and government and liberate them from fears of specific countries (by recognizing Communist China) and policies (by limiting arms spending). Ironically, his intention of moving the two superpowers together probably encouraged his boss to search for enemies at home; his success in Peking and Moscow may have given Mr. Nixon and his underlings the notion that they could declare war on the Democratic Party and all others (like Daniel Ellsberg) who crossed them. It is a testament to Kissinger's effectiveness as an architect of sensible policies that most foreign diplomats no longer wish about the possible impeachment of Mr. Nixon so long as Gerald Ford agrees to keep Kissinger aboard the ship of state.

Ralph Nader represents a whole movement in this country in making both private industries and the public agencies charged with their regulation accountable for their products and policies. He has shone a bright light on the public-be-damned attitudes of large corporations as evidenced in unsafe or hazardous products, injurious working conditions, deceitful selling practices, and deceptive advertising. Recently, he has become a self-styled consumer conglomerate churning out studies of the con-
Shah Nah Nah

A few weeks ago on a recent television interview, the Shah of Iran claimed that the United States was now getting more from his country than before the Vali-i-Alem. This statement that he knew the oil left his country on American ships but that he didn’t know the final destination of the oil. 

These words amount to an admission of the “last” nonsense that the Shah of Iran spoke of it. His statements led most Americans to believe that our domestic oil companies are holding back production and distribution of their products. In the view of most citizens, this helped to confirm what they already believed to be true. I feel differently than most Americans!!

I think the Shah, in stating what he did, was trying to draw public hatred directed at the gasoline and oil crisis away from the succeeding Arab nations and onto the seemingly “crooked” oil companies. Can you blame the petroleum companies for not exploring for new sources of domestic oil when these new sources are held back by the government’s distribution system has been mandated as a result of the decision to place the wholesale trade in government hands.

In Bolivia last month the price of basic commodities shot up one hundred percent or more. As a result there have been a wave of factory strikes and peasant protests with one hundred peasants killed.

Economic defeat began last year in Ethiopia after three years of almost unchecked drought. Ethiopia has been exporting food throughout this famine which has killed thousands of peasants. The central government says that it was not aware of the full scope of the problem until April, 1973, when it banned export of cereal grains. Other food exports have not been banned because it is stated that this relief the government would have to take money from its budget to buy them from private dealers. As one Ethiopian official remarked, “Every dollar spent on relief takes away a dollar that could have been spent on cereal grains. Food exports have not been banned because it is stated that this relief the government would have to take money from its budget to buy them from private dealers. As one Ethiopian official remarked, “Every dollar spent on relief takes away a dollar that could have been spent on cereal grains.”

Lamont Crick, a member of the SUNYA chapter of the Hudson River Sloop Foundation, said that present levels of technology and natural resources will be unable to feed the expected world population of the future.

We therefore can already see danger signs indicating a future crisis. Eighty to a hundred million needy people around the world are being helped by private nonprofit agencies distributing food. Such organizations are the Friends Service Committee, Catholic Relief Services, and CARE. According to the Food and Agriculture Organization, these organizations have been able to provide aid to the world’s people. However, the problem remains that they are unable to provide aid to the world’s people. Consequently, the United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization has stated that the world’s population is not increasing at a rate that can be sustained. The “Green Revolution” has not only been successful, but has also been criticized for its failure to solve the world’s food problems.

The “Green Revolution” has also been criticized for its failure to solve the world’s food problems. It is estimated that the world’s population is not increasing at a rate that can be sustained. The “Green Revolution” has not only been successful, but has also been criticized for its failure to solve the world’s food problems.

The “Green Revolution” has also been criticized for its failure to solve the world’s food problems. It is estimated that the world’s population is not increasing at a rate that can be sustained. The “Green Revolution” has not only been successful, but has also been criticized for its failure to solve the world’s food problems.

Join the Sloop

If you are concerned about the Hudson River and the sloop scene or if sailing down the Hudson River for a week’s time with the Clearwater for the Scull, the Great Upstate 200 miles away and you don’t know anything about it, you should get behind our oil companies and encourage them to explore for domestic sources of oil in order that we may eventually become independent of our treacherous Arab neighbors.

Rev. Thomas Robert Malthus wrote in 1798: “If the power of popu- lation is so superior to the power of the earth, to provide subsistence...” Every generation has faced the question of how to prevent population growth from outpacing food production. The future of the world hangs in the balance, and the answer is not clear.

Only North America and Australia export grain and all other areas of the world import them. This has been a case of dangerous dependence. In the United States we have seen a growing isolationist movement with the main idea being, “Let’s concentrate on our own internal problems.” This isolationism, coupled with food shortages in certain areas of the U.S., will probably cause a further reduction in American foreign aid. In 1969, India suffered a massive famine, and if not for the U.S. and other nations’ aid, millions would have starved to death. If a massive famine again occurs, will the nations of the world be able to afford to give away huge amounts of food? The answer appears to be no. World grain stocks are down to their lowest levels in twenty years. Bad weather should strike many countries simultaneously, and there will simply not be enough food and agriculture to go around.

Join the Sloop
How the New Drug Law Affects You

The new drug laws are:

The drug laws provide a schedule of crimes and related penalties. Narcotics are not the only drugs involved. Barbiturates, amphetamines, hallucinogens and other drugs are included in this law too. Each crime and its penalty is determined by specific amounts for each drug.

Unlawful sale of any amount of marijuana is a Class C felony. Unlawful possession is a Class C or Class D felony or a misdemeanor, depending on the quantity involved. Possession is available for nearly all first marijuana offenses. Under certain conditions in criminal prosecution, if the only charge is one of possession, the court may order adjournment in contemplation of dismissal, not to exceed 12 months. If the individual complies with the terms set by the court, the charge will be automatically dismissed at the end of this time.

The State has developed a comprehensive program to enforce the new drug law. It is adding up to 100 extra judicial parole facilities and personnel to conduct trials. Detention and prison facilities are also being expanded. So it means business.

The State is spending money for drug abuse treatment. Programs are being increased to accommodate 65,000 drug-dependent people, including narcotic addicts.

A drug-dependent person or narcotic addict can enter a State or private program.

For the State program (Before September 1, 1973) he must first be civilly committed under the law. After September 1, he can request and receive immediate treatment up to 7 days while the procedure of civil commitment continues.

2. For the Private program, he may enter any time and starts treatment.

If you know people who are, or are in danger of becoming, dependent on drugs named in the new law, tell them about the new law. Encourage them to enter a treatment program. A treatment program is available 24 hours a day.

On September 1, the toughest drug law in this country went into effect in New York State. Everyone should know how the drug law affects you, so read the facts.

The State of New York made this law in the first place to deter people from the unlawful sale or possession of illegal drugs and to rehabilitate those people who are, or are in imminent danger of becoming dependent on these drugs. Also, to make it tough for the addicts, the junksies, and the pushers to inflict others. And to give them a chance to end their addiction. To stop the mugging and the crime which is a by-product of drug abuse. To make the streets safe for you and your family.

The drug laws make it unlawful for anyone to sell or possess certain drugs (except as expressly allowed by law).

The laws and penalties apply to people who unlawfully sell or possess controlled substances, whether the people be drug-dependent persons (including narcotic addicts) or non-addict sellers.
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that time, many people thought along with the players returning to our life way we had hoped they parts. But as two very different looks to be a very strong team. Optimistic and for good reason, in fact, for three good reasons:

1. Everybody was optimistic about the team. Caleb was acquiring steady rebounding of Jerry Sarson and the team figured to be a contender in our league. In practice and during games, in individual effort and teamwork was paid. Milne is certainly looking forward to something of this "crow" to move up to the varsity.

2. Wayne Burke, Caleb Fields, and Milne spectators for their efforts during the 1973-1974 basketball season. The varsity finally "put it all together" after a miserable start. What can I say about the junior varsity? Their hard work and determination to turn the varsity around and to keep the J.V.'s磨大工作 and hard-

spread of 1 and 7. Three of these losses were by less than four points (one overtime). During the last few weeks of this part of the season Caleb was achieving enough strengths to join the team.

The second part was a complete turnaround. Led by Caleb, Wayne, Russell, the spectacular, shooting of Ron Nicholson, the steady rebounding of Jerry Samantha, a team that had been knocked off balance by Dave Gore we closed out the regular season by winning 8 of our final 10 games. Defeating Catskill and Albany Academy (both away) were the only low points.

Because of this excellent finish the team figured to be a contender for the Class D sectional crown. It would not be easy though to get to the finals we would have to beat Galway, Corinth, and Cairo - All league champions. The first game was close throughout most of the contest before Galway made a few costly mistakes, the final score: 74-64. Galway. The second round saw us play a very respectable game, but the way Corinth shot that night no one could have beaten them. Another season ends in disappointment. The bus ride back to school was full of many conversations. Most of these were about the prospects of next year's team.

Many people think it will be the big one. Nearly half of the Varsity, the "prospect" next year and JH had another winning season.

About this time last year the basketball team was closing its season with a loss in the sectionals to always powerful Cor

Wait till next Year!

Winning the Sectional and the State championship is a dream of every basketball player. But what does it take to win?

It is not just the talent of the players. It is the hard work, dedication and teamwork of the players and the coaching staff that make the difference.

Congratulations to all we could be. It means the world to the players and the coaches. The hard work that each and every individual put forth even though "up tight" and expected at times, has paid off and turned a disastrous season into a good one. I hope the momentum keeps going into the next season with another strong team.

Wayne Burke, Caleb Fields, and Russell Tucker. These three, along with the players returning from last year put together what looked to be a very strong team. Unfortunately, things didn't turn out the way we had hoped they would - for a while. I like to look upon this past season not as a whole, but as two very different parts.

The first part was played without Caleb. It lasted for eight games. No one figured that his phase of the season would go as bad as it did - especially after we won our first game rather easily. Seven games later we were still looking for our second victory. Actually, with a little luck the team could have been 4 and 1, in

For what it's worth, here are my personal favorites all in one article. Bear in mind that these are not the only fine guitarists around. They are just some guitarists that I have brought to my attention because of their outstanding talents.

Carlos Santana is a style of his own. My personal opinion is that he is the best in this field.

Laurenzo Almeida, a classic and well known jazz guitarist, is known primarily for his work in the Bosso Nova.

Some of these were about the prospects of next year's team. At that time, many people thought that this would be the big one. After all, team provided the specta-

certainly will miss the senior players and the super ball handling. Most of these were about the prospects of next year's team. At that time, many people thought that this would be the big one. After all, the team provided the spectators with good basketball and the team individuals with better

The Other Side of You

Once a week, on Thursday, a group called the Workshop which is composed of various students of the Milne School, meet and discuss numerous problems and opinions. We, the members of the group, sometimes play games having a lot of fun and enjoying and learning about each other while making friends. We describe ourselves, have the other members of the group describe what he or she sees in us.

What I think of my opinion of my membership of the group changes as I hear their views and get to know them better. I have been with the group more than a year and have an inner happiness because of the other people and see how they view me. I feel that each time I meet with them, parts of my personality come out that I never saw or knew about before. In this field, there are a great many of all of our lives, per-
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that he has probably divulged more information to the members of society than a higher plane. For this reason, a system that encourages private achievement and ex-

ally the Dead's music is their arrangement of space. That is to say it is full of holes. There is no clutter, just clean music. They employ no gimmicks. They 디시보사. I'm with them.

The group is as follows: Greg Brown, Perry Marshall, Lori Lipman, Gary Spielberg, and Greg Brown.